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NEW QUESTION: 1
A developer wants to create a simple image upload in the
browser using the File API. The HTML is below:
The JavaScript portion is:
In lines 04 and 08, which code allows the user to select an
image from their local computer, and to display the image in
the browser?
A. 04 const reader = new FileReader ( ) ;
08 if (file) reader , createAsDataURL (file) ;
B. 04 const reader = new File ( ) ;
08 if (file) ,reader, readerAsDataURL (file) ;
C. 04 const reader = new FileReader ( ) ;
08 if (file) URL , createObjectURL (file) ;
D. 04 const reader = new File ( ) ;
08 if (file) URL , createObjectURL (file) ;

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator finds that non-production servers are being
frequently compromised, production servers are rebooting at
unplanned times and kernel versions are several releases behind
the version with all current security fixes.
Which of the following should the administrator implement?
A. Patch management
B. Snapshots
C. Sandboxing
D. Intrusion detection system
Answer: A
Explanation:
Patch management is the process of maintaining the latest
source code for applications and operating systems by applying
the latest vendor updates. This helps protect a systems from
newly discovered attacks and vulnerabilities.

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You have a virtual machine (VM) that runs in Azure. The VM is
located in a geographically distant location from you.
You experience performance issues when you connect to the VM.
You need to resolve the performance issue.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
After putting together a configuration that meets customer
requirements, a TDA is suggested. The customer is not familiar
with the TDA processAfter putting together a configuration that
meets customer? requirements, a TDA is suggested. The customer
is not familiar with the TDA process and asks why this should
be done. Which of the following is the benefit of a TDA?
A. A TDA brings an IBM technician onsite to properly inspect
and installed hardware and related software
B. TDAs are required only for IBM direct sourced business
opportunities.
C. A TDA will guarantee that the hardware will work in customer
environment at the volumes projected.A TDA will guarantee that

the hardware will work in customer? environment at the volumes
projected.
D. A TDA will ensure the solutions and configurations are
complete and technically sound.
Answer: D
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